
COLLEGE ESSAY WORKSHOPS

The Essay Workshop in a Box A step-by-step curriculum for counselors for leading a life-changing college essay
workshop.

One-to-One Coaching is offered by the hour for any part of the application and for all stages of the writing
process. We provide guidance in writing for competition and publication as well. I will be forever grateful. We
are very excited and eager to meet your students and get the process started. This year we have redesigned our
workshop to include not only the common application essay, but also the sometimes more important
supplementary essays. We know what schools are looking for in the supplementary writing sections, and we
guide students toward purposeful concise writing that hones in on just the right themes. How do I make my
essay, like, deep? Here's what we offer: An understanding of the role of the personal essay in the application
process Insight into how admissions officers evaluate essays Guidance in choosing the best essay prompt for
your applications Tools for brainstorming and developing compelling, original material for your essay
Direction for finding a shape for your story and a plan for how that story can reveal unique qualities that are
not covered in the rest of the application Good snacks! She was very responsive to us and offered valuable
guidance throughout the college preparation and application process. Your humble spirit shines clear. Brand
when my son was in 7th grade! The student will then continue with one on one sessions in person and through
electronic communication with their essay specialist as needed to complete the task of getting their essays
ready to completion. Whether your student wants a jump start in brainstorming, an hour or two of drafting
guidance, more sustained guidance through the whole process, or just an hour of help with final editing, we
provide customized coaching for all stages of the writing process. Ethan, you are so completely thorough; I
love that! Our goal is accommodating all interested students, so please contact us if you and your student have
any special requests or needs. Students will be strategically matched with a writing consultant according to
their topics and needs. My daughter got in to all of the schools in which she applied, even her stretch school.
You may choose to include a 2-hour Jumpstart Workshop or use all five hours for one-to-one coaching.
EssayHouse offers flexible hours year round. Share best practices and learn from hundreds of other
counselors. The kids won't stop talking about you! The combination of teaching the techniques of essay
writing, coupled with individual one on one consultant sessions, has been the success of this well-established
program. Having trouble inspiring them? And I must admit, I have personally presented thousands of
workshops and it makes me jealous thinking that I never prepared anything close to this to get myself ready or
train others. Solutions to these common workshop struggles How to keep your students focused and on task
Tips for adapting your workshop to any size group How to use this workshop material in a one-on-one setting
Making the most of focused writing time. Brand instilled confidence in my daughter. We offer a variety of
options for workshops and one-to-one coaching. Lisa Seewagen. Gone are the days of repeating yourself, ad
nauseum, with every single student. In addition to summertime, evening, weekend, and after-school coaching,
we can arrange school-season lunch-time appointments at EssayHouse, conveniently located on Park Street,
just across from Montclair High School. Our workshop begins with a 3-hour group session at St. Get
experience practicing using the tools and resources I cover throughout the course. I am so excited to get back
to my students and use your exercises. The small-group session leads into individual coaching that helps
ensure a strong first draft. We credit Jolyn with helping us to make sure her resume, application and essays
were top notch. Includes all of the brainstorming activities, questionnaires, and exercises I use with my own
students. Steven Gammill. We have witnessed firsthand the toll this can take on the students we encounter as a
teacher. Do you want a straightforward approach to getting into your college of choice. I think I can help.
Ethan delivers workshops around the world on the college essay. As a college student, she received
scholarships and has been on the Dean's list every semester. We are teachers who have combined experience
in the classroom as well as being essay writing consultants for over 25 years. We nurture individual style,
supporting each student in developing his or her authentic voice.


